144,000: 46– Link with 12,000 Elect in Brazil & Argentina
As given in Birth of the Light Body, the power of order-organization-system functions
on the masculine, positive, active polarity, whereas its partner power of zeal-enthusiasm
expresses on the feminine, negative, passive pole.
In terms of the world’s 12 power centers/countries, as a working hypothesis, we can
think of order-organization-system as being located in the Western Hemisphere in the southern
2/3’s of Brazil and in Paraguay, Argentina, Uruguay and
southern Chile. (As previously noted, the northern onethird of Brazil with its Amazon Rainforest correlates with
the power of will, and the northern part of Chile may
relate to imagination.)
Order-organization-system expresses via three
major systems in our physical body: the digestive
system, the integumentary system (skin), and the
skeletal system. The digestive system is composed of
the mouth, esophagus, stomach, gall bladder, pancreas
and small intestine, which work together in systematic,
integrated and orderly fashion to break down and
assimilate food.
By way of analogy, we might equate the
southern 2/3’s of Brazil to the stomach, Paraguay to the
gall bladder, Uruguay to the pancreas, and Argentina to
the small intestine. We can think of Chile, whose Andes
Mountains travel the entire western coast of South
America, as being like the vertebrae of the backbone.
Brazil is the world’s fifth largest country by area
and population. Having been a colony of Portugal, most
Brazilians speak Portuguese. A large majority of its 192 million citizens live in the southern 2/3’s
of the country. Befitting its comparison to part of the digestive system, Brazil is the world’s
leading exporter of coffee, soybeans, beef, sugar and ethanol. It is the largest national economy
in Latin America, the world’s tenth largest economy, and is a member of the G-20.
Brazil has the world’s largest community of spiritualists (mediums, spiritists or
Kardecists), who claim to communicate with spirits in the astral planes. Such practitioners
typically focus on the solar plexus/digestive center, which is the principal focus for lower
psychic/astral sensations and exchanges, whereas the third eye is the primary center for higher
psychic impressions and communion with those in higher astral and etheric (Christ) planes.
Brazil also is the largest Catholic nation in the world.
Argentina gained its independence from Spain, so most of its 41 million citizens speak
Spanish. Reflecting its correlation as an integral organ in the digestive system, Argentina has
abundant natural resources, a well-educated population, an export-oriented agricultural sector
and a relatively diversified industrial base. The name Argentina comes from the Latin argentum
that means “silver,” since this metal was mined in Argentina in its early days. Silver is the color
for the soul or subconscious, and thereby relates partly to the solar plexus. Argentina has the
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second largest national economy in Latin America, and is the world’s twenty-third largest
economy. Like Brazil, it is one of the G-20 major economies.
Paraguay has 6 million citizens, Uruguay has 3 million and Chile has 17 million. In the
past, part or all of these three countries were a part of, or governed by, Brazil and Argentina.
Though separated now, and despite their various disagreements and challenges, all five
countries are striving to function together as a one orderly and organized region that exchanges
in a systematic, cooperative and coordinated way with the rest of the world.
Visualization: 12,000 elect live in these five
nations that make up the order center. They are in
every province of each nation, of every religion, of
European and Asian backgrounds, descendents of
African slaves or native Amerindians, in government
and business and all other professions, young and
old, practiced in metaphysics or everyday citizens
who live the Golden Rule.
Wrap yourself in a cocoon of Christ light. Link
with Sananda-Jesus in the etheric realms. See
yourself in your light body atop Corcovado Mountain
alongside the statute of Christ the Redeemer, which
overlooks Rio de Janeiro, Brazil. (Yesterday, Rio was
awarded the 2016 Summer Olympics.)
At the Last Supper, Jesus symbolically
equated bread with his body and wine with his blood,
which he served to his disciples -- he “fed” them the
divine substance and cosmic life flow of his fourthdimensional light or Christ body. After his
resurrection, he cooked and fed fish (divine ideas) to his disciples, and instructed Peter three
times to feed his sheep.
With Sananda-Jesus in I Am consciousness, feed the 12,000 elect or I Am Nation
citizens throughout the southern part of South America. The color for order-organization-system
is mustard yellow. This is a combination of yellow for sunlight, green for green plants and
brown for the earth. In the first course of our supper with the 12,000 elect, bathe them in yellow
sunlight that imbues their skin with divine vitamin D. In the second course, add green light that
brings them harmony, wisdom, balance and order, which they feel in their gut. In the final
course, radiate brown light that they incorporate into their bones, thereby solidly grounding their
light body in and through their skeletal system and entire physical form.
All of the 12,000 elect are nourished, uplifted, sustained and inspired by this meal of
manna from heaven. In response, these fellow I Am nation citizens transfer cosmic order and
organization to all the other 250 million inhabitants of the five countries -- they feed these sheep.
As a result, all is well in the order center of the world, which radiates divine order to the whole
world. So be it. And so it is.
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